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Motorola the name got lost in the market somewhere, but recently it has been come into notice with
the launch of some of the best phones in the market. It is clear that their period of practical serenity
in the Indian market have lastly arrived at an end. Thus company is back with the Milestones in the
territory of Android with the initial phone that runs on the Gingerbread worldwide in the country.
There are majorly two launches Fire & Fire XT. Both of them promise to convey you with something
the customer standards presently as a lot, astounding cost for cash.

Motorola FIRE came in to rumors by Clove UK and can be contrast to the inferior motorized &
European edition of Motorola Droid Pro.  Though, it has the slighter with about 2.8 inches screen
and the powerful camera of about 3MegaPixel, even the Fire has the custom UI which is called
MOTO SWITCH discussed previously.

The major demonstrate of FIRE is its rendering QWERTY keypad; the phone is the stumpy to
middle range phone packing the keyboard that provide you the Blackberry-ish experience. The
phone is supported with the 600MHz processor, Android 2.3; RAM of 256MB with 512MB ROM.

Thus the two new Android phones taking away the market can be named as Motorola FIRE XT and
the Motorola FIRE. FIRE XT supports the screen of about 3.5 inch and the FIRE supports QWERTY
keyboard in addition to the capacitive touchscreen of around 2.8 inches. Both the phone is
operational on the Android 2.3. The latest touch and type is now available in India at extremely
affordable prices. The phone is sustained by the Android 2.3 Gingerbread Operating System with
the processor 600 MHz ARM 11 along with the ROM 512MB & ROM and 256MB RAM. With the
weight of about 110 grams, the Fire XT 316 supports the screen of 2.8 inch offering QVGA
touchscreen display, complete QWERTY keypad, and camera of about 3 megapixels, flexible 32GB
memory with the availability microSD card slot, Moto Switch UI. The several multimedia features
count video player and music player of multi format, FM Radio with RDS. Motorola Fire price will
definitely please you.

The Fire facilitates 3G HSDPA 7.2 Mbps data, micro USB, a-GPS, Wi -Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth
with the audio jack of 3.5 mm. Android smartphone is supported with the1420 mAh battery that
offers the talk time of around 8 hours with the 3G network, and the standby time of around 720
hours. The Motorola Fire even facilitates ambient light sensor, E-Compass, accelerometer and
proximity sensor. The measurement of the phone is 116.5 x 58 x 13.5 mm. The Motorola Fire
reviews have come out to be exceptionally well, as the Motorola mobile price are exceptionally
reasonable.
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